Important SAT Test Day Information
November 7, 2020

- Students should confirm that their test site is Walter Johnson High School via their College Board account. It may be different from test ticket.

- Students should arrive to their designated entrance at Walter Johnson HS by 7:15 a.m.

- Students must check in at their designated entrance. See attached map for assigned entry locations by test type and student alpha last name.

- Students MUST wear a mask covering their nose and mouth at all times.

- Students will line up at their designated check-in and maintain social distancing (6 ft) while waiting to be checked in.

- Students must bring a picture ID, their test admission ticket, #2 pencils, water, and a snack. Students without a picture ID will not be permitted to test.

- Students driving should park in the student parking lot off Rockledge Drive.
• SAT (No Essay) students with last names that start with (A-Lee) enter through the **Main Office (red)** entrance.
• SAT (No Essay) students with last names that start with (Ler-Wa) enter through the **Child Development (blue)** entrance.
• SAT with Essay students with last names that start with (A-Z) enter through the **Athletic (green)** entrance.
• SAT (No Essay) students with last names that start with (We-Z), Nonstandard SAT students with last names that start with (A-Z), and Nonstandard SAT Subject Test students with last names that start with (A-Z) enter through the **Mosaic (purple)** entrance.
• SAT Subject Test students with last names that start with (A-Z) enter through the **Media Center (yellow)** entrance.